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The working class, in the course of its development, will substitute for the old civil society an association that will exclude classes and
their antagonism, and there will be no more political power as such, since political power is precisely the official expression of
antagonism in civil society. Meanwhile, the antagonism between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie is a struggle of ‘class against
class,’ a struggle which, carried to its highest expression, is a total revolution. — Karl Marx, from The Poverty of Philosophy
______________________________________________
Class Wars: the middle class is dead, the revolution begins is a documentary about the extinction of the middle class by a clandestine, wealthy, ruling
class demanding more slaves. Carl Orff’s stirring Carmina Burana opera from 1936, where massive choirs chant macabre, sacrificial poems about
medieval Germany and the Nazi Party to Hitler’s pleasure, today befits a strange, almost maddened backdrop of what America has become. The
credit card company, Visa, used “O Fortuna,” the famous Burana movement in a television ad, its diabolical hidden message suckering ill-educated,
gullible minds to take on more debt in order to achieve a better life. Realistically, in the end, all that debt does is make the slave class work harder
and longer for less, quell rebellion through the use of credit risk scores and social security numbers, itself the ‘666’ mark of the devil, while fattening
the wallets and purses of the ruling class, whose police force is Uncle Sam, cronyism ‘absolutus.’ Like Hitler, they crave absolute, dictatorial power.
Topics covered:
Mexican scab labor working for peanuts, taking jobs away ― Spiraling debt and the criminally usurious rates that banks, the largest lobbyist group
in the nation, charge on credit cards ― The collection industry and why the desperate jump from bridges ― Personal savings crashing, now at its
worst level ever ― Bank branches opening on every corner at a dizzying rate ― Exporting jobs, high paying ones, overseas ― Privacy issues and
the electronic eavesdropping debate under the guise, “Homeland security” ― Rigorous police powers, where a citizen cannot smoke in public and,
soon, his own home ― Drug use, a well known tactic the government has used, whether prescribed or illegal, to quell rebellion, much like they did
shipping free liquor to the Indians in the west ― “Home-Town USA” brainwashing internationally by American giants like McDonalds and KFC to
Asians, where fast food chains are popping up everywhere, poisoning centuries-old diets and introducing their working class, the next to go, to
obesity and poor health ― The prescription drug industry and why the worker class is treated like guinea pigs and die ― Millions going without
health insurance, a prohibitively expensive necessity, while doctors and insurers like Warren Buffet, both part of the ruling class, get richer. Why
has America not employed common medicine practices of Canada and Australia? ― The evils of hybrid technology, which has been around for eons.
Why the sudden push for it now? Because Bush, Swarzenegger, and Gore are reaping immense wealth by giving “Big Oil” valuable time to regroup,
diversify and gain control of corn and sugar crops that produce ethanol, whilst still maintaining a stranglehold on lofty prices at the pump. This is a
strategy similar to the tobacco giant Phillip Morris, now Altria, when it morphed into other equally addictive businesses in the wake of scandal ―
Mismanagement of taxpayer funds by all levels of government, which, in the end, only improves the lifestyle of the “Good ‘Ol Boy Club.” Case in
point, the $700mm “Trinity River Project” in 1998 in Dallas, Texas, where the city council ‘bought’ the black vote and lined their pockets after
renaming a street to Malcolm X Blvd just so elitists could sail on a new lake at the foot of the city. The project won by just 1500 votes amid protest,
the very number influenced by black council members in their respective districts ― The plummeting American dollar against major currencies,
especially the Yuan and Rupee, where U.S. job outsourcing is king, in order to fatten the pockets of Wall Street, a private club run by children of the
ruling class who call themselves hedge fund managers, a vocation not licensed or regulated, which can destroy an economy in a split second with the
mere flick of a mouse button ― The lie about advertising and how commercials adversely influence the gullible ― Religion and its tax exempt
status, and how easy it is for scammers like Bob Tilton to con in times of crisis; a venue where hypocrite church-goers conduct business ―
Philanthropy and the true reasons why fortunes are given away and purposely misappropriated ― Privatization and why big business wants in.
.
This documentary is about the paradox of credit, where the rich get money for nothing, while the poor pay through the nose for it. The only real
American export is debt! The American culture, widely promoted a step-up in quality of living is, itself, a misnomer. The greed of corporate
America is aptly mirrored in the ‘70s cult film, Catch-22, where parachutes in bombers were replaced with printed cards, “Property of the
Corporation.” The underprivileged are nothing more than a balance sheet item, fired and rehired at will. The United States is fast becoming a third
world country, thanks to the “fire sale of America” to rich elitists by “W” and his cronies… just to give tax breaks! For the worker class, a forced
military call-up, or conscription, is very likely in the near future. The threat that those on the lower rung of the totem pole will be kicked back to the
dark ages, to the time of Roosevelt’s grand plan to put America back to work, the “New Deal,” is real. It is up to the working class to rise up and
fight! Otherwise, they as slaves and not their rulers will end up back on the soup lines, and English in this country will become a second language.

